Citation Elements in order:

1. **Authors**: Daniel Chong and Simon Nicholson
2. **Publication year**: 2009
3. **Title of paper**: Framing Climate Change: How a Human Rights Approach Affects Climate Policy
4. **Name of conference**: Annual Meeting of the ISA-ABRI Joint International Meeting
5. **Location of conference**: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
6. **Date of Conference**: July 22
7. **URL**: http://www.allacademic.com/meta/p40061_index.html

Document Example:


Citation in Text:

Citations are placed in the context of discussion and are formatted like so, using the author's last names and the date of publication. Use both last names in all references to the item:

(Chong and Nicholson 2009)

Alternatively, you can integrate the citation into the sentence by means of narrative, like so:

Chong and Nicholson (2009) address the issue of climate change with respect to human rights and political action.